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In 2019, 5 artisan companies received a Canvas Home Small Grant enabling them to impact the
lives of many individual artisans around the world. The following companies were:

Initiatives Artisans – Haiti:

Founded in July 2014, Initiatives Artisans is a non-profit organization located in Jacmel, Haiti. It is
comprised of 12 talented and creative artisans, 7 women and 5 men. Whether it is a banana bark
gift card, a piece of hand-made embroidery, a painting, calligraphy, or a piece of jewelry, their
product has an original appeal and a uniquely meticulous quality. They received a Canvas Home
Small grant of $800. With the grant they purchased the following:
• 1 sewing machine (manual)
• 1 sewing machine (electrical)
• Paints (varnish, acrylic; yellow, black, white, red, blue, green, 1 gal. each)
• A gallon of glue
• Thread, fabric, scissors, paint brush, paper, pencil
They were also able to conduct a small embroidery workshop for all 12 artisans. This grant enabled
them to develop more products and doubled their sales from 2018 to 2019.

manual and electric sewing machine purchased
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Ubuntu Youth Group - Kenya

Founded in February 2016, Ubuntu Youth Group (UYG) is self-help united group of refugees living in
Nairobi Kenya. It is comprised of 4 women and 7 men. UYG is a group of dynamic refugees and
Kenyans, who believe that the unity of people is power of creating a better future. UYG aims to “to
promote self- reliant and economic independence among young people in Nairobi by transferring
the skills we have to them in order to make money in their own business”. They develop apparel for
men, women, and children, bag, purses, and pillowcases.
UYG received a Canvas Home Small grant of $1400. With the grant they purchased:
• 3 sewing machines
• Fabric and tailoring materials
• Needles
• buttons
After receiving the grant, members of UYG management team attended an entrepreneurship
workshop to improve their business management skills. UYG also ran a training in tailoring and dress
making for 8 refugees among whom 3 of them have become UYG members. Now, UYG have 5
other refugees who are participating in the training in tailoring.
The single most impact of the grant was the increase in their household incomes, which was as a
result of improved production, sales, and general demand. With the additional equipment and
supplies, they were able to produce more, and thus making money for themselves and the group. In
addition, as a result of the grant, their work led to more trained tailors/artisans making quality
products for their community. Their monthly sales went from $150 to $320 or more on a monthly basis.

Ubuntu Youth workshop

Ubuntu Youth purse sown using the new sewing machine
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Yabal Handicrafts – Guatemala

Yabal Handicrafts is a Fair Trade organization, focused on sustainable fashion, that supports over
indigenous women’s weaving cooperatives in Guatemala, providing them with the opportunity to
sell their hand-woven products through local and international markets. Yabal seeks to increase the
opportunities and quality of life for women in the Western Highlands of Guatemala while preserving
the traditional art of back-strap weaving. Mixing indigenous and sophisticated, contemporary
designs, Yabal creates modern sustainable fashion products that maintain centuries-old traditions,
cultural symbols and weaving techniques. Yabal works 58 artisans among who 55 are women. They
produce textile accessories handwoven on the backstrap loom, such as pillows, scarves, bags,
blankets, and rugs.
With the $800 Canvas Home Small Grant, Yabal was able to pay for two months rent at a Fair Trade
Pop-up store in Chicago, IL in the USA, as part of the Chicago Fair Trade organization's Pop Up Store
for the Holidays, promoting fair trade brands in the Chicago area.
They sold at least $3000 per month which provides an estimated 40 women with work for a month in
Guatemala. With these sales, they doubled their normal sales income for both the months of
November 2019 and December 2019. Without this grant, they wouldn't have been able to provide
this extra quantity of work for they artisans. It has allowed them to put their products in front of a US
public and also increase brand awareness which they otherwise wouldn't be able to do being
based in Guatemala.

Handwoven products

Indigenous women artisans

working at Yabal Handicrafts
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Zerafshan Tourism Development Association – Tajikistan

Zerafshan Tourism Development Association (ZDTA) is a Public Organization focused on community
based tourism and handicraft in Northern Tajikistan. ZTDA activities aim to developing sustainable
tourism in the region, adapted to the local community, culture and fragile environment. Their
handicraft center, Armughon, aim to revive Tajik traditional craft and to build the future for over 30
women artisans through production of ethno style & marketable products. These products include
souvenir ornaments, cushion covers, felt chair mats, and felt tea set.
With the $1000 Canvas Home Small Grant, ZDTA was able to purchase:
•
•
•
•
•

Cotton fabric,
Merino wool,
embroidery thread,
sewing machine
internet access

They were also able to conduct a production quality workshop to help women improved their
finishing and embroidered products.
This grant enabled them to achieve the following:
• The sales of Armughon ZTDA increased in about 10%
• Generated additional small business of producing small souvenirs;
• Increased artisan income for 30%;
• Employed 5 more artisans

Christmas Ornaments with Ikat fabric & hand embroidery
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Niskua Mola Cooperative - Panama

Niskua Mola Cooperative is located in the indigenous Armila Village of Guna Yala in Panama and
the cooperative is comprised of 31 artisan women. Women are considered to be the guardians and
makers of Guna's indigenous culture, which is recognized around the world by the distinct design of
Mola textiles – a unique multi layered applique method. Molas are the main element of female
Guna traditional dress and is made only by women. The objective of the cooperative is to keep this
traditional alive and to sell Mola products for income generation. The group produces handembroidered apparel, bags, cushions and tabletops.
With the $1000 Canvas Home Small Grant, Niskua Mola Cooperative was able to do the following:
• Purchased two sewing machines
•

Two generators to provide electricity in the village when there is no power (which is very

•

Designed a brand new website: www.niskuamola.com

•

Purchased certify organic cotton as raw material for the artisan women

•
•

Purchased a second-hand camera for the artisan women to document their work
Material and supplies for a product development workshop

common there)

Making a high quality contemporary product with perfect finishes, innovative textile imagery and
great documentation of the products without loosing the traditions has been identified by the
cooperative as key resolutions for the cooperative’s improvement both for financial and creative
development. The grant has greatly helped to overcome some key obstacles that were standing in
the way of making this improved product.
With higher quality machinery artisans are now able to put their Mola textiles into a product form
more professionally. The cooperative had also its first international exhibitions and sales, expanding
its outreach and market from solely tourist products to more global networks. The cooperative has
seen its work being sold to private clients in the United States, the cooperative’s work was recently
demonstrated in Positive Fashion Showrooms at London Fashion Week, has been part of two
exhibitions in London UK, had its work presented at European Development Days in Brussels and at a
festival in India. Their sales went from $5730 in annual sales to $10,050 last year, doubling their annual
revenue.

Sewing machine set up

Artisan women discussing the designs
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New products displayed in showroom in London

